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GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS OF THE OFF CULTURE
& ONLINE MAGAZINE OF THE UNFASHION
theuncoolhunter.com

The Uncoolhunter.
An online magazine
of “other kind”
of lifestyles.
theuncoolhunter.com

There is a never ending race to know everything that is new before it comes
to light: we want to have all the information related to new technologies and
we have to be updated with every single gadget that steps a byte into the
market, be aware of the European urban look, eat at the most innovative
restaurants and belong to the exclusive groups.
The lifestyle magazines (online and printed ones) together with the marketing agencies set the standards of the fashion and rule the world of references in terms of consumption. Following Gladwell’s “Annals of Style”, he
presents the idea that coolhunting has to do “more with art than with
science”, and art is always a bit more complicated to be processed by those
who have an academic mentality. In 2006 the Ad-men Javier Lourenço,
Diego Beyró, Diego Bazzino and Hernando Gómez Salinas met at
Underground, a school of creativity. There, in the middle of workshops
chats and an exchange of ideas related to advertising references, we felt
that the material presented by the Argentine and international lifestyle
magazines plus the net of nets and the (qualitative and quantitative) reports
of the marketing agencies were not enough as a reference for thinking
ideas, creating insights and strong ads that could be remembered and
loved by the specific target of each of them.
If fashion is written, upgraded, influenced and spread to the masses by the
big means of communication, it is possible that there is a latent inspiration
that is hard to be digested by the society and that it is organized in the
shape of “cults”. This let us think about The Uncoolunter.com.
Defined fashion as something that it is “not fashionable”, we ventured
to theorize about this quote several times. We thought about it over and
over again so we started to use categories in order to explain different concepts. In our opinion, this famous quote expresses the existence of a cyclic
nature in terms of consumption, that is to say, everything that is fashionable
(attitudes, cultures, different art expressions, designs, technology in emergent avant-garde circuits) and then it is out of season and digested by the
mass culture, is thrown away till it is replaced by the IN culture. This leads
to an OFF Culture.

We express our preference in the circuit of the OFF culture and tasks after being present at
street markets, flea markets, suburban highways, old urban areas, traces of a glamorous past
that contains great quantities of dust and also extinct and marginal cultures that were forgotten
in the richness of their diversity.
Facing this outlook, we thought in the possibility of creating an online magazine for designers,
artists, moviemakers, publicists, journalists, researchers of consumption tendencies, writers,
scriptwriters and all the persons who feel eager to find new ideas and inspirations.
Under the principles of the “communicative democratization” phenomenon, we decided to use
a web platform in order to handle videos, texts and images which are located in different servers around the world so we could enable the worldwide “collaborative” paradigm and try to
create a net where different persons around the world could cooperate with “our project” and in
this way it could be turned into a project of many people instead of just our project. Finally we
launched the Uncoolhunter.com in 2006. It is a site structured as a collaborative project. It
aims at finding and let people know discoveries that can be a source of inspiration. It goes
through the retro (the rescue of something that was considered glorious), the trash (the limits
of the fashion culture), the bizarre and the bad taste (everything that it can’t be digested by the
mass market), the eccentric or freak, the extravagant and/or pretentious, the expensive sold at
a lower price, the cheap sold at a higher price, the experimental music, the way the nonconsumer society consumes, the surreal, the hyper real, the things that can’t be defined, the
sub-professional, the sub-scientific, the incoherent, the illogical and also the kitsch and the camp.
There are activities such as advertising, movie commercials or design that turn to the OFF
Culture as an inspirational source for the IN Culture. This is because the uncool offers something original, truly different, unseen or seen and now forgotten. The uncool has no rules and
as a consequence it does not follow parameters or standards. The cool is obliged to respect
them. That is why the uncool appears to be more genuine because it does not pay attention to
references. In the uncool world everything can happen and as a consequence, it can be
surprising. In this way, the pragmatic result of the OFF Culture research is very valuable. It is a
closer look, a clearer one and basically, it is a more realistic point of view of the everyday life.
It is fresh air for the inspiration. The Uncoolhunter suggests the idea of being the world
headquarter of the OFF Culture, which is a never ending source that nourishes from those
things that are rejected by the IN Culture (the fashion) that needs an inclusive/exclusive contract with its opposite one in order to guarantee its existence. One more time, the constant
feedback of the fashion feeding on its opponent shows that “nothing is lost, everything is transformed”.

For the time being we are

in the presence of two kinds
of cultural products and both
of them are subjects to be studied:
The Genuine Uncool
It is a product that comes from the research of a field that is not known or it is slightly known.
It is not referenced in other things. This is everything we have to point out in our primary
study: the kitsch, the bizarre, the freak, the sub-professional, the eccentric, the extravagant,
the pretentious, the expensive sold at a lower price, the cheap sold at a higher price, the
incoherent, the surreal… This material is what we mainly publish and basically we pay attention it but on the other hand, sometimes we publish other kinds of articles that have to do with
the Genuine Uncool.

The Non-Genuine Uncool
This product derives from the research of those professionals who can differentiate
between the cool and the uncool (artists, moviemakers, designers, creatives, publicists,
etc) and who can produce by referring from a genuine uncool product or an esthetic
reference coming from their own world. The final result is an esthetic uncool product but
with a cool meaning.

Contributors and Correspondents
The Uncoolhunter.com is a site that promotes other kinds of lifestyles. It tends to be the voice
of the voiceless and show the other side of the trend: the no-trend.
The idea is to add frequent and eventual worldwide contributors to this project day after day
and create a big net of uncoolhunters in every corner of the planet. At present we have 50 of
them in 30 countries.

Partnerships Programme
The UncoolHunter.com is composed of a team of contributors and correspondents such
as artists, designers, moviemakers, publicists, illustrators, cultural promoters, journalists, people related to marketing and social researchers of the most important cities of
the world.
This site is the reference and source of inspiration in order to create. Our target is a
person who is eager to observe the opposing trends. The team’s headquarter is located
in Buenos Aires and together with its net of contributors around the world, it performs
field researches and publishes articles for advertising agencies, means of communication agencies, marketing research firms, magazines, internet sites and other publications.
The UncoolHunter.com is always ready and willing to be a partner of other sites, publications or organizations in order to exchange links, information, articles or just Partnerships
Programme. If you are interested, please, do not doubt about it and write to us:
info@theuncoolhunter.com

Dancing in the party of the end of the World.
The acclaimed fashion photographer David LaChapelle paraphrases the thought of Pablo Picasso in the
profile of his myspace and he suggests the following: “The good taste is the death of the art”. What does
he want to say? The uncool became cool? It seems that it is a symbolic movement from some marginal
place of the culture and in a certain amateur way to centers that contain a growing power of influence on
the population in terms of consumption. And now the answer is: What is it moving? Trying to explain some
suppositions, it could be said that speaking on this basis means understanding the culture just as a group
of features that follow a path. Some of them survive and others are left behind, at the outskirts. The uncool
is everything that was replaced due to the passing of time or because it is not a trend. However, the cool is
also a historical product and a cultural practice: It’s barely impossible to talk about something cool before
the fall of the Berlin Wall or before the computer science revolution that has generated a faster communication between people, even more if our present time is characterized by the crumbling theories that
expressed the natural and unfailing change from capitalism to socialism as an axiomatic consequence of
the cyclic crisis of the first one. At present, the scholars of Social Studies warn us that capitalism has a great
power of adaptation and a never ending capacity of generating demand. So the cool can be understood as
a consumption engine because it makes up an anthological ideal: cool things exist and can be done but also
you can “be” cool, you take a side, a lifestyle, a way of doing, thinking and feeling. In this way, if we take into
account the capacity of reproduction of capitalism based on the generation of demand and paying attention
to the uncool which is basically something peripheral: Can the uncool/cool transition be understood in the
sense of strategies of reproduction of the capitalist system (in terms of a permanent support of the consumption ideal), in the sense of a cheap tactic due to its “symbolic recycling” content? There are enough
reasons and proofs to assume this but its importance lies in that the uncool is defined as the refusal to a
juxtaposed entity and that presents new challenges.
In view of this brief thought we offer an overview of a new cultural consumption. The uncool is the new cool.
The cultural industry needs to be different from the mass culture when it is, at some point, saturated. In a
world that is always in a hurry when it comes to searching new gadgets, “trendy” styles, minimalisms, “fashion” stances, “net” designs and website designs which are mainly an institutional version, the new gurus of
communication suggest a radical change. Typographies that are badly chosen, unimaginable color combinations and designs that are deliberately baroque converge in a countless number of esthetic mistakes that
were unthinkable. In this sense, the uncool turns into cool.

We arrive to a point in which everything is re-visited many times and it is difficult to set the standards and references for the mainstream,
the passivity, the cult, and words such as bizarre. Also you may think the ugly as the beautifully new in a cultural industry that reproduces
copies. Just to put an end to this tour around the new options adopted by the cultural industry so it can still be fresh and offer new ways of
consumption, we pop out the following question:. “¿Uncool is the new cool?” The answer of the gurus of creativity seems to be: “Yes,
indeed”. The Uncoolhunter.com is shown in this way. It offers a different point of view. It is a magazine that contains different inspirations for
people who are in the search of new ideas. Our big conclusion to this huge thought is that we don’t mind if the inspiration is cool or uncool,
ugly or beautiful, fashionable or not. On the contrary, we are interested in exceeding these dichotomies.
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HIGHLIGHTS

2006

JAN 2006. At that time Javier Lourenço was the creative director at El Cielo de Agullan Y Bacceti and he was teaching at Underground, school of Creatives. The Coolhunting and the online magazines of trends (coolhunting.com,
thecoolhunte.net) were at their very peak and he began to think up a counter-culture in order to complement the
coolhunting. The idea was to show the material “hunted” by a different observer eye because the references of the
cool world or the elite were not enough.
APR 2006. Two ex coolhunters and advertising creatives, Hernando Gómez Salinas and Diego Beyró joined
Javier’s project. Later on Diego Bazzino, who was also an art director, joined them. Together they began to develop
the site, to categorize and gather different contents. They set the object of research of the uncoolhunting, that is to
say, everything that was considered bizarre, freak, trash, kitsch, camp, extravagant, eccentric, pretentious, the
expensive sold at a lower price, the cheap sold at a higher price, marginal, sub-professional, sub-scientific, incoherent, illogical, surreal, hyper real.
JULY 2006. The uncoolhunter.com was launched in Spanish and English. The motto highlights the value of the notrend as a neo tendency and rescues the most remote things of the Off Culture. The site offered delving into the
retro, old street markets, circuits of the Off Culture, paths that were forgotten by the elite and old chests and dusty
shelves. Dalí’s quote: “fashion is something that is not fashionable” guides the main concept in terms of searching
for the uncool. The basis of Uncoolhunter is the field research and the publishing of first-hand info although we do
research on the web.
The Uncoolhunter is shown as “a source of inspiration” for those who work in communication (publicists, graphic
designers, fashion designers, people of the industry world, movie buffs, sociologists, journalists, etc.). It sets a specific target but it can be extended.
AUG 2006. Great world impact. The main sites related to tendencies (Coolhunting.com, trendhunter, PSFK) mentioned TheUncoolhunter as a new discipline and counter-culture of the coolhunting. This led to a record of 7000
different visits from different countries around the world per day.
SEPT 2006. It expounded in the Pecha Kucha Night Buenos Aires Vol. 2 together with arquitect Clorindo Testa, the
cartoonist Liniers and the fashion designers Hermanos Estebecorena, among other people.
OCT 2006. The site began to have repercussions in different Argentine and Latin America means of communication.
The main newspapers and blogs publish articles about this “new discipline created by four argentine citizens”.

2006

NOV 2006. Javier Lourenço and his alter ego VJ Bizarreta began to play
in different events. He performed the VJ Bizarre Set that gathered the worst
of the Italian Disco, the J-Pop and the Funkyglam.
DEC 2006. The Uncoolhunter had its space in the American magazine PSD.
It offered its particular, popular, and marginal vision of graphic design,
photography and art.

2007

MAR 2007. It started giving a series of conferences at important Argentine universities. They were aimed at advertising
students. They expose the cosmopolitan vision of the tendency and the new uncool that is applied to a new advertising
communication where the freak and the bizarre paved the way that was different from the cool and the aspiration.
MAY 2007. The number of international contributors and correspondents of the site was increased. At that point there were
more than 30 countries involved in the project, from Ukraine to New Zealand and there were 4 correspondents in Brazil.
JULY 2007. The Uncoolhunter launched the campaign “A million of friend for Roberto Carlos” in myspace. The idea
was to collect one million virtual friends to answer the call of The King. Later on it joined Facebook.
www.myspace.com/millondeamigos

NOV 2007. The Argentine newspaper Clarín published an article about the new uncool tendency. It suggests The
Uncoolhunter.com as the “the Bible of the bizarre”.

DEC 2007. The Uncoolhunter organized a celebration on New Year’s Eve at Niceto Club Buenos Aires. More than
2000 people were present at the event.

2007

2008

APR 2008. The Uncoolhunter started to write articles about different topics of the uncool world for the magazine of
trends called Atypica.
MAY 2008. The idea of a new project of the uncool world popped up from our correspondent, Clarissa Butelli, in Rio
de Janeiro. The proliferation of sited devoted to show the cool looks of the street fashion (hel-looks, the sartorialist,
on the corner, among other sites), the Uncoolhunter suggested to show the B side. Unstyle was created under the
motto “Street fashion with the Whoa!!! Factor” that was a place where the original, the easygoing and the unfashionable were the key point.
JUL 2008. Two years passed from the launching of The Uncoolhunter.com. More than 500.000 had already visited
the site. USA was the country with the biggest quantity of visitors.

2008

OCT 2008. The Ucoolhunter.com lectured at Trimarchi, the Meeting of the most important Graphic Designers of
Latin America. There they offered their point of view about the tendencies in design. The talk was called: Dancing
at the Party of the End of the World. The new ugly, the new vulgarism, the bizarre as mainstream and the uncool as
new cool were just some of the items that made us arrive to our own conclusion about the new thin line between the
cool from the uncool.

DEC 2008. The Uncoolhunter, together with coolhunting.com, thecoolhunter.net and coolgadgets, was chosen as
one of the 12 Ultra Cool Blogs by the site Trends Update.

MAR 2009. The Uncoolhunter took part of the Coolhunting seminar given by the Universidad de Palermo, Buenos
Aires, Argentina.

2009

APR 2009. The Beta version of Unstyle.us was launched. Photographers around the world were called to be photo
shooters of the project. It was coordinated from Rio de Janeiro by the copywriter Clarissa Butelli.

JUN 2009. The Uncoolhunter was chosen as one of the most innovating sites of Argentina by the Influences Award.
JUL 2009. We started to exchange collaborations with the site Lost At E Minor.

2009

2010

OCT 2009. The Uncoolhunter.com creates Camp Parties Series.
Camp is extravaganza, eccentricity, overloads of bizarre stuff.
It takes place at Niceto Club Buenos Aires venue. The first party of the series was called Tropical Halloween.
Class Latino live and Tranqui Yanqui Parade were the key points of the party.

FEB 2010. The second party was Carnaval Zombie. Los Parraleños played live and there was a tribute to Thriller
from Michael Jackson.

MAR 2010. The Uncoolhunter launches its new website redesign. It was active until the end of 2011.

2020

JUN 2020. In the middle of Covid19 pandemic and after
a 9 year impasse from their latest posts, we launch
a brand new IG account @the_uncoolhunter

2021

OCT 2021. To celebrate the 15th anniversary of its foundation,
a new website is born. theuncoolhunter.com

Contact.
info@theuncoolhunter.com
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